Deletion analysis of Ad5 E1a transcriptional control region: impact on tumor-selective expression of E1a and E1b.
The regulatory sequences upstream of E1a, the first viral protein expressed upon infection of cells with adenovirus, have binding sites for multiple transcription factors including two binding sites for E2f and five binding sites for Pea3. We evaluated the impact of deletions, which remove one or more of these transcription factor-binding sites on the expression of E1a in a panel of tumor cells and non-transformed cells. We demonstrated that specific deletions in the E1a enhancer markedly reduced the expression of E1a in growth-arrested cells while having a minimal impact on the expression of E1a in a panel of tumor cells. In particular, deletion of a 50-bp region located from -305 to -255 upstream of the E1a initiation site resulted in marked reduction of E1a and E1b expression and cytolytic activity in growth-arrested cells, while retaining near wild-type of expression of E1a and E1b and cytolytic activity in tumor cells. This deletion removed two Pea3 sites and one E2f site. The characteristics of this vector, TAV-255, was compared with dl1520 (Onyx-015) and demonstrated restricted cytolytic activity in growth-arrested cells similar to dl1520 and superior cytolytic activity in a panel of tumor cell lines. In this current study, we demonstrate that TAV-255, an E1a enhancer deletion vector, possesses tumor selective expression of both E1a and E1b along with potent tumor-selective oncolytic activity.